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Abstract - The combination of good phone and internet service is the trend of longer term 

data development and software applications. Mobile phones are the most commonly used 

communication tools. By using mobile phones to obtain information is very quick and also 

more suitable shortcut to improve people’s lives. In this paper we propose the software 

development architecture based on web services. This framework introduces the three-layer 

architecture of web development. Based on the three layer architecture, the android city tour 

guide system is developed and can realize to query information for hotel, scenery and 

restaurant and so on.  

Keywords - Android, web services, three-layer architecture. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is normally acknowledged that portable user devices are rapidly turning into equal to 

communication hub, GPS navigators and web based applications. Because mobile phones 

have become additional powerful and present in our daily life. Most of the applications which 

depend on the Internet are developed the mobile phone version for convenience. Android is 

a package of software package for mobile devices, and associate in operating system, 

middleware and core applications. The Android SDK contains powerful tools and app is 

used to develop applications on mechanical man platform maltreatment the Java 

programming language. Android platform is an open system architecture, development and 

debugging environment and has optimized graphics systems, rich media support and a very 

powerful browser. We plan and implement city tour guide system of Pune city which can 

offer user with the information of hotel, attractions, restaurant etc. in city. Suppose you are 

travelling in a famous city that you are not familiar, it is difficult to find hotel, scenery, or 

restaurant. At this situation, you can resort to your smart phone which you bring in your 

pocket. 
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2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND MODULE 

2.1 Systems Architecture: The system acquires architecture from Internet application 

development, used three-tier architecture which consists of the Browser layer, Business 

logic layer, Server layer. Instead of Browser layer we used User interface layer and is 

responsible for display of the system interface and data required by user on Android based 

smart phone and also supply  connection to Internet through GSM/3G technology.        

Business logic layer is responsible for processing of data and provides important part in the 

system and is deployed on Tomcat. Business logic layer receives the query request from 

the User interface layer, process the request and send the query result from Server layer to 

User interface layer to display. Web service Axis2 is used to service distribution for the 

query result. Server layer is storage of database and access operations, system use 

MYSQL as database to manage data. The system architecture is shown in Fig.1, is divided 

into three parts which is help for data storage, processing and display. The three-layer 

architecture is convenient for system development and maintenance. 

                                                          

Fig.1: System architecture          

2.2 System Module: The system module is shown in Fig.2. The system module consist of 

two parts, client part and business logic part, respond to similar module, but their functions 

are different. Client part is used to give the interface display for query input and result 

output. Business logic part is used to implement functionalities. 

 

Fig.2 System module 
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City tour guide system gets the information query to city area, place and so on. System also 

contains surrounding information query functionality based on user’s position. 

3. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 Data Management: Data server is used for data storage of database and file forms. 

Database use MYSQL database which is a small relational database management 

system and used in little and medium sized sites on the internet. It is used as a 

standalone application in client server network environment. 

 

3.2 Business Logic Process: Business logic part is most important component which 

integrates the client with server, used for data processing. The independent design of 

the data processing make separation between data storage and data display, is benefit 

for management and maintain to the system. The data processing is based on Apache 

Axis2 engine to create Web Services service methods. Web Services uses SOA 

(Service Oriented Architecture) framework. Web Service architecture consist of three 

roles: Service provider, Service Requester, Service Registry. Operations between the 

three main roles are: Publish, Find, Bind. 

 

3.3 The Client Implement: Client is used for providing the interface for query input and 

result output is used by users on Android based smart phone. Smart phone users can 

give input to the input interface to query information and then connect to the server and 

lastly the required data on client. 

 

4. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 

                                                     Fig.3: Block diagram 

 

4.1 Description: Firstly user can register or login through android mobile or signup through 

android mobile application, then sign in, then that request goes to the server through SOAP 

protocol (Simple Object Access Protocol).SOAP is used to perform the call to the service 

through GPS (Global Positioning System).GPS is a space based satellite navigation system 

that provides location, then server response to that request of user. The user can view and 

search areas visiting the actual sites can submit, comments, images, experience rate, hotels 

etc. The user can comments on that particular like hotel or restaurant and submit that 
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comment, then that comment store to the database as a cloud. Then cloud clients can 

search, view area-wise comments, advertisements, search area wise locations, view hotels 

etc. The client can request and use any information or get any service get connected to the 

server. Server receives that request, then server response to the client request. Through 

virtual machine advertisers can advertise online. The SOAP is used to perform call to the 

service as client demand. XML (Extended Mark-up Language) language is used to define 

set of rules for encoding documents that is both human readable and machine readable for 

e.g. if client and server language is different , then client can send a request to server 

through XML. 

 

4.2 Features: 

1. View area wise comments. 

2. View area wise advertisements 

3. Search 

4. View Hotels 

5. View Ratings 

6. Submit Ratings 

 

5. ADVANTAGES 

1. The system designed is expected to perform well in outdoor situations. 

2. A user interface for updating tour information would be useful to the system for 

adapting different situations. 
 

6. DISADVANTAGES 

1. The cost required to be arrived at required station will be inform to the user as 

the system tract the boarding station until the arrival station. 

2. The system will view the operating hours and also frequency of availability. 

 

7. APPLICATION 

1. Location dependent system has been detected as an important application. 

2. Architecture of mobile tourist guide system for android mobile phones that is able 

to provide tourism information to mobile user’s conveniently. 

3. Create value added services. 

 

8. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

We present the design and implementation of the Android based city tour guide system. The 

system is based on Web Service technology and adapts three-layer architecture. The 

system provide information query of the hotel, scenery, restaurant, traffic and so on. The 

system is a combination of smart phone and Internet services and will help tour and life for 

user. Positioning support (GPS), highlights the user’s current position on the map. 

Exchange of tourist’s reviews/suggestions with other tourists, especially with those that 

share similar tourist’s interest inclusion of emergency contacts in the city map (ATM, 

Restaurant, Police Station etc.). And search facilities to locate depending on the current 

location of user. Quickly search the location of user without wasting of time. Easy to find out 
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location in the city as per user interest. It is compatible, reliable system for future; also it is 

life for user. 
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